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8Filipino is the official language of the Philippines along with English. It is also very similar to tagalog language, which is also prominent in this area. In any case, travelers and vacationers do not have to learn the whole language. A good translation dictionary or phrase glossary should do the trick for most. Your smartphone will definitely help you with this. In fact, it's probably
easier than buying real phrase books or dictionaries. Here are the best Filipino to English dictionaries and phrasebooks for Android! Filipino DictionaryPrice: FreeFilipino Dictionary is a simple but effective dictionary app. It is translated only in Filipino and English. It works pretty well. Some features of the app include offline support, automatic suggestions, audio pronunciations,
synonyms, antonyma, and more. The application also comes with study aids for practice and remembering. It's a bit simple, but the user interface looks good and is easy to use. In addition, it is completely free without in-app purchases. There are commercials. We'd like to pay to remove them. Filipino English TranslatorPrice: FreeFilipino English Translator is another simple
translator app. It translates from Filipino to English and vice versa. Works for voice, writing and handwriting. The application also makes individual words and whole sentences. This should be good enough for most travelers. Other features include tagalog support and clipboard translations. That's about all he's doing. It's a nice, simple, lightweight app. It's also free with advertising.
There is no way to remove advertising and this is probably its only real problem. Google Play Books (and similar apps)Price: Free prices / Books varyGoogle Play Books (and similar apps) work well for such things. Ebook sellers have different Filipino to English dictionaries, phrasebooks, and practice books. We recommend 1001+ exercises for Filipino and English, Pocket Tagalog
dictionary, and 3000+ vocabulary terms. Most ebooks for this price are under $15. The app also supports offline downloading, device-to-device synchronization, and book search. It's an old school method. However, it's a new school way to do it. The app is free and most books cost a few bucks. Google TranslatePrice: FreeGoogle Translate is probably the best app for this kind of
thing. Translates between more than 100 online languages and 59 offline languages. Every language is downloadable. So you can roll with just one or as much as you need. The application also supports words and whole sentences. Input options include camera, voice, ink, and text input. It can even translate conversations in real time. The app is specifically for travelers and
vacationers. It's also completely free without ads or in-app purchases. Microsoft TranslatorPrice: FreeMicrosoft Translate is good for the same reason Google Translate is good. It can translate between lots of languages at runtime. It works for over 60 languages and Filipino is one of them. Offline translation features, so it anywhere. Plus, you get translations through the Camera
app with OCR, voice translations, and split-screen mode, so two people can talk to their phone and get different answers. Honestly, for things like traveling or studying, it's as good as Google Translate. The only real difference is that Google Translate has slightly better translations and support for multiple languages. Bonus: Filipino tutorial applicationCena: Free / DifferentSaho of
course, it's always an option to just flat out to learn the language. Most language learning apps have vocabulary, dictionaries, memoration techniques, lessons, practical features, and more. He's got all the things a traveler would need along with a tona of other things. These applications tend to be more expensive. However, you get a metric ton of content. This can be an
exaggeration for someone just taking a vacation or weekend business trip. However, those who plan on returning often may just want to learn the language. If we missed some great Filipino english dictionaries or phrasebooks, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest android apps and game lists! Dmitry Elagin/ShutterstockSlovite is
probably your source for checking facts and spelling. But these small (or rather large!) books have a surprising history of inaccuracy. There's one more thing dictionary devotees need to watch out for: missing words. Take, for example, the first edition of the Oxford English Dictionary (OED). The assembly of the OED was a chaotic and disorganized process and the staff spent
almost 70 years cataloguing and defining all the words 414,825. As a result, many terms were lost in random order. It's somewhat of a miracle, then, that only one word managed to slip through the cracks altogether: bondmaid, which means slave. If you have never heard of it, we do not blame you; this word is not commonly used today. The term was most popular in the 16th
century, going back to the 1526 translation of the Bible. But when the first volume of the Oxford English Dictionary was published in 1888, this ancient word was accidentally omitted. Check out these almost extinct words that you should use right away. They say that when oed editor James Murray found out about the error, he turned red with embarrassment. This phenomenon is
completely inexplicable, and with our minute organization one could say absolutely impossible; I hope also absolutely unbeatable,' wrote an anonymous contributor. It took nearly five decades to correct the error, Mental Floss reports. Fortunately, the lost word made its dictionary debut in 1933 when the second edition was published. At the other end of the spectrum, there are nine
false words that happen to end up in the dictionary. Although the Oxford English Dictionary has continued to expand since 1888, fortunately he has not forgotten to include the word since this unfortunate accident. Yet dictionaries still can't solve all our literary problems - they are The 20 most confusing grammar rules in English. [Source: Mental Thread] One of the least ausrated
tools for teaching English is the use of a co-placement dictionary. You can define co-placement as words that go together. In other words, certain words tend to go with other words. If you think about using your own language for a while, you will quickly know that you tend to speak in factions or groups of words that go together in your mind. We speak in pieces of language. For
example: I'm tired of waiting for the bus this afternoon. The English speaker does not think of ten separate words, rather he thinks that in the factions I am tired of waiting for the bus and this afternoon. That's why sometimes you can say something correctly in English, but it just doesn't go well. For example, I'm tired of standing by the bus this afternoon. For someone who is
displaying the situation standing on the bus, it makes sense, but standing goes along with in line. So, while the sentence makes sense, it's not really right. As students improve their English, they tend to learn more phrases and idiomatic language. It is also important to learn co-cation. In fact, I would say it's one of the most under-used tools of most students. Thesaurus is very
useful to find synonyms and antonyms, but a collocation dictionary can help you learn the right phrases in context. I recommend the Oxford Collocations Dictionary for English learners, but there are other colostion resources available, such as matching databases. Try these exercises to help you use the collocation dictionary to improve your vocabulary. Choose the profession you
are interested in. Go to the pages of the work application and read the specifics of this profession. Make a note of the common terms that are used. Next, search for these terms in the collocation dictionary to expand your vocabulary by learning the appropriate co-location. Example of aircraft and avionics Keywords from the working view: equipment, maintenance, etc. From the
collocation dictionary: Device adjectives: latest, modern, state-of-the-art, high-tech, etc. Types of equipment: medical equipment, radar equipment, telecommunications equipment, etc. Verb + equipment: provide equipment, supply equipment, install equipment, etc. Phrases: correct equipment, correct equipment From the collocation dictionary: Maintenance adjectives: annual,
daily, regular, long-term, preventive, etc. Types of maintenance: building maintenance, software maintenance, health maintenance, etc. Verb + Maintenance: perform maintenance, perform maintenance, etc. Maintenance + Noun: maintenance staff, maintenance costs, maintenance plan, etc. Choose an important term that you can use daily at work, school or at home. Look for a
word in the collocation dictionary. Next, imagine the related situation and write a paragraph or more using important collocation to describe. The paragraph will repeat the keyword too often, but it is By reusing a keyword, you create a link to a wide range of collocations with the target word in your mind. Example of a key term: business situation: Negotiation of a contract Example of
a paragraph We are working on a trade agreement with an investment company that does business with profitable companies around the world. We started the business two years ago, but we were very successful thanks to our business strategy. The CEO's business aesight is excellent, so we look forward to doing business with them. The company's registered office is in Dallas,
Texas. They have been in business for more than fifty years, so we expect their business experience to be the best in the world. Make a list of important collations. Commit to using at least three collocations every day in your conversations. Try it, it's harder than you might think, but it really helps with remembering new words.
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